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Important: Please hole punch above and put in a ring binder or staple above left, middle & right. 

 
The Rainbow Map Online Workshop 

Notes and Resources 
 

 
 
 

ESSENTIAL TO DO BEFORE THE WORKSHOP 
Please print this document using the print settings: Double sided, Landscape orientation, Colour, Draft quality, Flip on long edge. 

If possible, hole punch this document along the long top edge above and file it in a ring binder. Alternatively staple it along the long top edge 

above (left, middle, and right) to mimic the action of a folder as you turn the pages. 
 

 
OPTIONAL TO DO BEFORE THE WORKSHOP 

Past participants have found reading the following pages before the workshop contributes to  
their preparations for, and learning outcomes on the day: 6, 7, &16 

 
Important: To assure client safety the Rainbow Map is both copyrighted and trademarked and is licensed for  

use solely by individuals who have attended the one-day Rainbow Map Workshop. 
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Online Rainbow Map Workshop Folder Contents 
 

Page Contents/Activity 

4 One-page description of the Rainbow Map Workshop 

5 Working with Zoom, confidentiality, short introductions 

6 Preparation for demonstration and practice sessions 

7 Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body Model 

 Rainbow Map experience session including introduction using Reflective Mind & Reactive Brain/body model 

8 Example Completed Rainbow Map 

9 Blank Rainbow Map to be used by participants during the demonstration session 

10 Questions & Answers & Reflection session. Blank page should you wish to use if for notes during these sessions 

11 Practice Session 1: Instructions 

12 Therapists Guidance Notes 

13 Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body reminder 

14 Practice Session 1: Rainbow Map Aide Memoire  

15 Practice Session 1: Blank Rainbow Map 

 Questions & Answers & Reflections 

16 FOPPI: Focused, Overreact, Pessimistic, Package, Inaccurate 

17 Practice Session 2: Instructions 

18 Therapists Guidance Notes 

19 Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body & FOPPI reminder 

20 Practice Session 2: Rainbow Map Aide Memoire  

21 
 

Practice Session 2: Blank Rainbow Map 

22 Following the Rainbow Map Workshop 

23 Trigger Based Therapeutic Cycle 

24 Questions & Answers & Reflections 

25 Bibliography 

26 Glossary 
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The Rainbow Map Online Workshop 
Integrating the Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain & Body into online and face to face practice 

 
 

Overview and Goals 
A practical Workshop focussed on experienc-
ing the Rainbow Map and Reflective Mind 
and Reactive Brain/Body model as both ther-
apist and client, interspersed with short sec-
tions of theory and sessions for questions, an-
swers and reflections.   

The goals of the workshop are to introduce 
and give you first-hand experience of:  

 

• A model of the human system that does not 
use complex jargon or concepts. Therapists 
who learn about this model report finding it 
to be a useful psychoeducational tool.  It 
helps clients reduce the mystery of their 
reaction to themselves and others and 
provides another focus for their work in 
therapy and between sessions.  
 

• Working with the Rainbow Map as both 
therapist and client. 
 

• The concept of the Trigger Flag and Trigger 
Cycle and the therapeutic possibilities they 
create from both the therapists’ and clients’ 
perspectives through the Rainbow Map 
practice sessions. 

 

 

 

• The acronym FOPPI which has been 
developed to provide a clear and jargon 
free way to help clients understand and 
recall how their evolved and ancient 
Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body 
system reacts to threat in the modern world 
causing unwanted outcomes in their lives. 

 

 

 

Before 
a 

Before and after the Workshop 
You will receive an email with links to the 
workshop Notes and Resources to be printed 
out prior to the workshop. This resource also 
holds optional pre workshop reading which is 
covered on the day. Some participants 
appreciate an early opportunity to review the 
material in support of their learning during 
the workshop.  

Following the workshop, you will have free 
and ongoing access to the password pro-
tected Therapists’ Resources Section of the 
Rainbow Map website. This provides addi-
tional background materials, audio resources 
and downloads of the latest versions of the 
Rainbow Map and the Aide-Memoire in addi-
tion to a Members’ Forum where questions 
and issues can be raised with fellow members 
of the website. 

In addition, you will receive links to the latest 
version of the Rainbow Map in PDF form 
which can be printed out for face to face work 
or shared with clients for online work. 

 

Ethos and Outcomes 
The Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body 
Model underpins the design of the Rainbow 
Map and the workshop. It has also been 
developed to support the quality of the 
therapeutic relationship through the sharing 
of expertise and power in the therapy room. 

The integration of the Rainbow Map 
workshop into a wide range of practice 
modalities offers therapists and their clients 
additional opportunities to reinforce existing 
resources and create new ones.  

Awareness of their Trigger Flag and Cycle 
enables clients to activate these resources 
more reliably, which supports their 
psychological robustness and the ongoing 
reconditioning of their Reflective Mind and 
Reactive Brain/Body system. 
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Introduction 
Zoom 
 
We will spend a few minutes to make sure the IT is working, and everyone is familiar with certain Zoom features. 
 

1. Testing sound/video is working for everyone. 
2. Make sure head and shoulders are visible if possible. 
3. Try to ensure main light source in front of you so that your facial expressions can been seen by other participants. 
4. Ensuring power supplies to your computer/[phone is plugged in. 
5. Make sure you are on gallery view mode and can see all other participants. 
6. Break out rooms: Asking for help using the Request Assistance button. 
7. Dealing with short technology induced screen freezes i.e. Specifying when the screen froze to help speaker repeat what was missed.  
8. If you have a system fault during the workshop, please call Andrew on 0798 9401128 or email on info@rainbowmap.org  
9. Avoiding human induced interaction freezes by raising your hand to indicate that you want to say something when the current speaker 

has finished. 
 
Practice Sessions 
 
You will experience the Rainbow Map as both client and therapist during this workshop. When you take on the therapist role in a practise session 
this is purely to experience the different structural elements of the Rainbow Map. Please do not take on the role of an actual therapist with the 
person playing your client as no contracting has been done and a therapeutic relationship has not been established.   
 
Confidentiality 
 
All workshop participants are members of professional organisations with well-defined codes of ethics around confidentiality. Anything of a 
private nature that anyone chooses to share with anyone else on this workshop should be considered as confidential.  
 
Introductions 
 
Brief personal introductions: Name, location, practice modality, practice nature (private and/or employed/charity?). This workshop packs a lot 
of interaction and experience into a short time so we will get going on the actual training as soon as we can. You will not spend much time on 
formal theory. 
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Participant Safeguarding 
It is important that this workshop does not cause you to experience psychological problems after it has finished. 

 

Preparation Exercise in Zoom Breakout Rooms: 
 

1. To date no one on a Rainbow Map workshop has reported on the day or afterwards having unwanted outcomes. However participant safeguarding 
has been and remains the top priority.  

 
2. Please pick either a relationship issue or situation or experience that happened once or occurs now and then or might be ongoing and caused or 

causes you to experience a fight and/or flight reaction.  Its important that you can still recall that experience in terms of your emotions and/or 
thoughts and/or sensations.  
 

3. You do not have to reveal what happened/is happening with your breakout room partner/s 
 

4. Briefly talk about the types of affect you still experience or can remember experiencing. 
 

5. Will recalling the emotions and/or thoughts and/or sensations associated with this experience cause you unwanted issues after the workshop? 
If that is likely then pick another situation/experience and apply the same test to that.  
 

6. Agree with your colleagues that you will signal to them if you wish to break off from an exercise if you start to feel it is causing/could cause you un-
wanted outcomes.  
 

 
Note: For the purposes of this workshop we are working with the Reflective Mind and Reactive/Brain body system where it becomes increasingly hyper 
triggered into a fight/flight (Sympathetic*) state first. This supports the clarity and focus of the training. Outside of this workshop you will experience clients 
who trigger down into hypo hide/freeze (Dorsal Vagal*) state.  
 
* Polyvagal Theory terminology  

http://www.rainbowmap.org/
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The Human Reflective Mind, Reactive Brain and Reactive Body Model 
 

 Introduction: This model describes two streams of neural activity (Reactive and Reflective) and their 
interaction with each other and our Reactive Bodies without the complex concepts or language that experts 
in the field of the human mind/brain/body system need to use in their research and communication with each 
other. The Rainbow Map builds on this model by providing a therapeutic tool that enables clients to develop 
an expertise in recognising and differentiating these streams of interacting neural activity and physical 
sensations as their system moves through a trigger cycle of survival orientated behaviours (fight and/or flight 
and/or hide/freeze). How that turns into therapeutic outcomes depends on the modality of your practice and 
the needs of your clients.  
 
Reflective Mind: Influences the Reactive Brain/Body system in terms of what is felt, said and done through an 
ongoing cycle of enquiry, recall, comparison and moderation. The Reflective Mind’s capacity to influence 
mood/behaviour declines, sometimes very quickly, when the Reactive Brain/Body system triggers. 
 
Reactive Brain: Constantly reacting to what is happening within and around our bodies. Generating and 
interacting with the emotions, wishes, thoughts and sensations being experienced from moment to moment. 
The Reactive Brain is constantly alert to threats whether real or imaginary,  ready to trigger itself and the 
Reactive Body into a trigger cycle of survival orientated behaviours. These become more intense and 
compulsive (automatic) as the moderating influence of the Reflective Mind declines.  
 
Reactive Body: Covered in skin containing blood, bones, muscles, nerves, organs etc. Continuously 
exchanging information with the Reactive Brain through the blood stream and nervous system, some of which 
the Reflective Mind notices such as the Trigger Flag (See glossary page 26). 
 
Summary: The Reactive Brain/Body system is constantly ready to be triggered by the Reactive Brain into 
interacting spirals of intensifying survival orientated emotions, thoughts and sensations (see FOPPI page 16). 
This in turn reduces the moderating effects of the Reflective Mind over our mood/behaviour unless it can 
notice its influence declining early enough to activate resources to counter the triggering.  
 
The interaction of all three elements generates our conscious selves when the Reflective Mind is part of the 
mix. Our personalities and capabilities evolve through the interaction of our genetics, our Reflective Mind and 
Reactive Brain/Body system and the world around and within us from moment to moment.  

 

 

 

 

Trigger 

Flag 
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a 

Rainbow Map Example 
 Emotions Thoughts Sensations Behaviours Trigger Cycle 

T
ri

g
g

e
ri

n
g

 U
p

 ➔
 

2? Fury, anguish, disgust, 

disgrace. 

4? Catastrophising, para-

noid, fixated, no one ever 

listens, its hopeless. 

6? Pulsating temples, 

heaving chest, pounding 

heart. 

          8? Shouting, swear-

ing, slamming doors, binge 

drinking/eating/porn, storm-

ing out. 

 

1. Frustration, 

exasperation, 

insecurity, anxiety. 

3. Critical of others, 

pessimistic, 

untrusting, tunnel 

vision “Get me out 

of here, why 

bother.” 

5. Tight middle throat, 

pulsating heart, clenching 

rear jaw. 

          7: Finger pointing,  

retaliation, blaming, crying, 

eating fatty foods, raising 

my voice, mindfulness 

 

U
n

tr
ig

g
e

re
d

 

♥Happy, secure, con-

nected. 

🧠Creative, inquisitive. 

reflective, “This is fun” 
Don’t notice much. 

        Walking the dog, cooking 

healthy meals, contacting 

friends, playing sport, reading. 

 

 
   

T
ri

g
g

e
ri

n
g

 D
o

w
n

 

A. Distant, guilty, 

frightened, 

insecure, anxious. 

C. Pessimistic, 

despondent, narrow 

minded, inflexible. 

“I might as well 

disappear, who 

cares, why me…” 

E. Numb all over, slack 

jaw, queasy stomach. 

                  G. Retreat to the 

bedroom, eat ice cream, smoke, 

drink, call the doctor, binge on 

face book and feel worse.   

 

B? Apathy, desperation, 

paralysis, heartbreak.  

D? Catastrophizing, diso-

rientation, fixation. “Its 

over, it will never end, I’m 

a failure.” 

F? Exhaustion, nausea, col-

lapsed shoulders, feeble.     

                H? Stay in bed all 

day, don’t return calls, stop 

talking, Binge on pain killers, 

drink and food, cry for 

hours. 

 

Your Trigger Flag (The first physical Sensation you notice as you begin to trigger): Clenching rear jaw                                Typical Cycle duration: 2 -4 days 
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Rainbow Map (Note: The appropriate sequence to work through the columns and colour bands depends on who is experiencing the Rainbow Map) 
 Emotions Thoughts Sensations Behaviours Trigger Cycle 

T
ri

g
g

e
ri

n
g

 U
p

 ➔
 

2? 4? 6?                  8?   

1 3 5                  7   

U
n

tr
ig

g
e

re
d

 

♥ 🧠 
 

 
 

 
   

T
ri

g
g

e
ri

n
g

 D
o

w
n

 

A C E 
                  G 

 

B? D? F?                 H?   

Your Trigger Flag (The first physical Sensation you notice as you begin to trigger):                                                                   Typical Cycle duration: 
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Notes area for Questions/Answers/Reflections plenary sessions. 
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Rainbow Map Practice Session 1 
 

Practice groups of two: 
 

1. Decide who will be therapist and client for the whole session.  You will switch roles in practice session 2 later in the workshop.  

2. Therapist introduces the Rainbow Map to your client using the Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body model and/or another way that feels more 
aligned to your practice and how you work?  

3. Both Therapist and Client turn over two pages and you will see a blank Rainbow Map and the Aide-Memoire for this exercise. Note: In actual client 
work most therapists do not share the Aide-Memoire with their clients as it is such a densely packed page of text.  

4. Therapist start working through the Rainbow Map with your client following the step by step Guidance Notes on the next page. This guide is posi-
tioned to make it an accessible reminder during this practice session and perhaps afterwards if you choose to start using the Rainbow Map in the 
same way.  

 

Practice group of three follow the same steps as above apart from: 
 

1. Decide who will be therapists x 2 for whole session and client x 1 for whole session. 

2. Therapists take turns working through main steps outlined in Therapists Guidance notes on the following page. While one is delivering a step the 
other is reading the next step ready to take over when their colleague and the client have finished the previous step.  

 
Message to person being the client in this session: 
 
You can either work again with your own experience in this session or role play a past or present client who you think might benefit from working with the 
Rainbow Map. This is more challenging role play than normal as you are also being asked to respond to questions about your client’s sensations and man-
nerisms. However it can be a useful way of testing to see if/how the Rainbow Map might connect with your client work. This is optional as working with your 
own experience also contributes to your awareness of if/how the Rainbow Map might be of use.  
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Guidance Notes (Timings are for this workshop so that you can experience generating the Trigger Cycle and Trigger Flag towards the end of this session) 

Important: These workshop guidance notes relate to triggering initially into fight/flight, some clients may trigger directly into the hide/freeze state.  
 

1 
 Briefly: Introduce the Rainbow Map to your client, perhaps using the Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body model? Describe the Rainbow Map structure. 

2 
 Approx. 5 min from start: Ask your client to reflect on what they are doing when they feel most relaxed i.e. gardening, reading, watching TV, cooking, social-

ising, walking, driving etc.  Using the Aide Memoire work left to right across the Green Untriggered band. 

3 
Approx. 10 min from start: Ask your client to recall/role play the triggering event/experience/issue. Work left to right across the yellow band (Areas: 1,3,5,7). 
Share Aide-Memoire examples to see if any resonate or stimulate others that might come to mind? 

4 Approx. 15 min from start: Focus on Area “2?” and read out examples to see if any resonate? To save time on this workshop then go directly to Step 5.  Im-
portant: With an actual client reflect on whether it is therapeutically useful to work through the whole of the red band (4?, 6?, 8?).  

5 
Let your client know that you are now going to focus on their experience after the initial fight/flight episode to see if they experience a period of hide/play 
dead and if so how intense it can get? 

6 
Approx. 20 min from start: Focus on Area “A” and read out examples to see if any resonate? To save time on this workshop then go directly to Step 7. 

7 Approx. 25 min from start: Focus on Area “B?” and read out examples to see if any resonate? To save time on this workshop then go directly to Step 8.  Im-
portant: With an actual client reflect on whether it is therapeutically useful to work through the whole of the purple band (D?, F?, H?). 

8 Approx. 30 min from start: Trigger Cycle Part 1: Start by drawing a dot in the left side of the Green Untriggered Band. In relation to the issue your client is 
working with today ask how long it takes/took to get into the yellow band? Does this person level out in the yellow triggering band for a while before rising 
again, if so for how long? Or do they remain within that band and go no higher? How long do they spend at their highest level of triggering? Plot the line 
and record how long the client spends at each level or in each transition. Finish Trigger Cycle Part 1 by drawing the end of the line through vertical dashed 
line on the right-hand side of the Trigger Cycle Column. See example completed Rainbow Map on Page 8.  

9 Trigger Cycle Part 2: Continue the line downwards and re-enter the Rainbow Map at the level the client experiences following their fight/flight experience. 
Ask them how long they spend at this level or whether they go down further before starting to recover?  Plot the line and note down how long the client 
spends at each section. Important: Clients typically spend more time below the green band than above it. Some talk about pretending to recover while 
really staying in a hide/freeze state.  

10 Trigger Cycle Part 3: Total up all the times recorded on the Rainbow Map in parts 1 & 2. This is the trigger cycle duration. Note: It might be a range i.e. 1 -2 
days. Record this at the bottom right of the Rainbow Map. See example completed Rainbow Map on Page 8. 

11 Approx. 40 min from start: Re-Focus on Yellow Area “3” and ask the client to identify the first physical sensation they most clearly notice as they become 
triggered. Underline it and suggest that the client considers it their Trigger Flag. Draw a sausage shape around all entries in the Yellow Hyper-Triggering 
band and talk about how the client experiences many of them to some extent whenever they notice their Trigger Flag. Note the Trigger Flag in the space at 
the bottom of the Rainbow Map. Encourage your client to notice their Trigger Flag after the session along with the associated emotions and thoughts. 

12 Approx. 45 min from start: Focus on the Green Untriggered band again and ask your client to recall what they are doing when they are most at ease and 
briefly go across the green band again. This is a client safeguarding step prior to the end of the session, and it helps to reinforce what it is like to be relaxed 
to reinforce their capacity to recognise and attain that experience. This can support mindfulness work that you might be doing with your client.  
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Our Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body System 

 

 

 

Reflective Mind: Influences the Reactive Brain/Body system in terms of what is felt, said 

and done through an ongoing cycle of enquiry, recall, comparison and moderation. The 

Reflective Mind’s capacity to influence mood/behaviour declines, sometimes very 

quickly, when the Reactive Brain/Body system triggers in response to a perceived threat. 

 

 

 

Reactive Brain: Constantly reacting to what is happening within and around our bodies. 

Generating and interacting with the emotions, wishes, thoughts and sensations being 

experienced from moment to moment. The Reactive Brain is constantly alert to threats 

whether real or imaginary,  ready to trigger itself and the Reactive Body into a trigger 

cycle of survival orientated behaviours. These become more intense and compulsive 

(automatic) as the moderating influence of the Reflective Mind declines.  

 

 

 

Reactive Body: Covered in skin containing blood, bones, muscles, nerves, organs etc. 

Continuously exchanging information with the Reactive Brain through the blood stream 

and nervous system, some of which the Reflective Mind notices such as the Trigger Flag. 
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Rainbow Map® Aide-Memoire 

 Emotions? Thoughts? Sensations? Behaviours 
H

yp
e

r 
T

ri
g

g
e

re
d
 2? 

 
I feel consumed by: fury, hatred, loathing, fear, 
dread, disgust, anguish, misery, disgrace, pity, in-
security, uncertainty…?  
 
 

4? 
 
My typical styles of thinking might include: catas-
trophising, paranoia, volatility, condemning 
self/others, turmoil, fixation…?   
 
Examples of typical thoughts? 

6? 
 
Head, Jaw, Mouth, Throat: Pulsating, taut, con-
stricted, parched…? Shoulders, Chest: Rigid, ex-
ploding…? Breathing panting, heaving..? Heart: 
pounding..? Stomach: cramping, twisting..? 
Muscles: bursting..?  Skin & Temp: clammy, boil-
ing..? Energy: explosive..?  

8? 
 
Your reflective mind is largely shut down and 
your reactive brain and body drive compulsive 
behaviour.    
 
What spoken and/or physical mannerisms / hab-
its / addictions / actions do you start / stop / in-
crease / reduce / avoid doing? 

H
yp

e
r 

T
ri

g
g

e
ri

n
g
 1 

 
I feel increasingly:  angry, frustrated, resentful, 
defensive, overwhelmed, pissed off, frightened, 
insecure, anxious, disgusted, rejected, let down, 
confused, ashamed, humiliated, exposed, ig-
nored …….? 
 
 

3 
 
My typical styles of thinking become increasingly: 
pessimistic, critical, suspicious, untrusting, judge-
mental, inflexible, spiralling, narrow, repetitive, 
resigned…?   
 
Examples of typical thoughts? 

5 
Head, Jaw, Mouth, Throat: buzzing, clenching, 
closing, grinding, dry..? Shoulders, Chest: Ris-
ing, heavy..? Breathing: holding, faster, erratic..? 
Heart: beating, thumping..? Stomach: tight..? 
Muscles: energised, stiffening..? Skin & Temp: 
clammy, warm..? Energy: rising, volatile..?  

7. 
 
Your reactive brain and body drive increasingly 
compulsive behaviour as the moderating influ-

ence of your reflective mind declines.  
 

What spoken and/or physical mannerisms / hab-
its / addictions / actions do you start / stop / in-

crease / reduce / avoid doing? 

U
n

tr
ig

g
e

re
d
 ♥ 

I typically feel: protected, secure, supported, 
happy, loved, mild peaceful, fulfilled, contented, 
connected, safe, at ease, aligned….? 
 

🧠 
My typical styles of thinking include: openness, 
creativeness, reflection, optimism, forgiveness, 
tolerance, consideration…?  
 
Examples of typical thoughts? 

 
Head, Jaw, Mouth, Throat: relaxed..? Shoulders, 
Chest: relaxed, easy..?  Breathing: steady, rhyth-
mic..? Heart: unobtrusive..? Stomach: comforta-
ble..? Muscles: relaxed..? Skin & Temp: ok..? En-
ergy: controlled..?   

 
 
Your reflective mind is available, and you feel 
able to exert influence and choice over the be-
havioural options your reactive brain and body 
generate.  
 
What spoken and/or physical mannerisms / hab-
its / addictions / actions do you start / stop / in-
crease / reduce / avoid doing? 

H
yp

o
 T

ri
g

g
e

ri
n

g
 A 

 
I feel increasingly: rejected, defeated, frightened, 
vulnerable, defensive, overwhelmed, lost, lonely, 
isolated, dejected, ashamed, humbled, reticent, 
guilty, forgotten, deflated…? 
 
 

C 
 
My typical styles of thinking become increasingly: 
pessimistic, despondent, negative, critical of 
self/others, defeatist, narrow minded, untrusting, 
repetitive, inflexible…?  
 
Examples of typical thoughts? 

E 
 
Head, Jaw, Mouth, Throat: slack, loose..? Shoul-
ders, Chest: slumped, sagging, empty..? Breath-
ing: shallow, intermittent..? Heart: unobtrusive..? 
Stomach: queasy..? Skin & Temp: crawling, cool-
ing..? Muscles: weak, sluggish..? Energy: low, in-
sufficient..?  

G 
 
Your reactive brain and body drive increasingly 
compulsive behaviour as the moderating influ-
ence of your reflective mind declines.  
 
What spoken and/or physical mannerisms / hab-
its / addictions / actions do you start / stop / in-
crease / reduce / avoid doing? 

H
yp

o
 T

ri
g

g
e

re
d
 

B? 
 
I feel consumed by: apathy, desperation, paraly-
sis, isolation, contempt, revulsion, bereavement, 
heartbreak, humiliation, disgrace...? 
 
 

D? 
 
My typical styles of thinking might include: para-
noia, catastrophising, hopelessness, confusion, 
disorientation, condemnation of self/others, total 
avoidance, total fixation, constant looping, rejec-
tion of self…….?  
 
Examples of typical thoughts? 
 

F? 
 
Head, Jaw, Mouth, Throat: numb…? Shoulders, 
Chest: collapsed, caved in..? Breathing: la-
boured, shallow…? Heart: unobtrusive…? Stom-
ach: nauseous…? Skin & Temp: senseless, 
cold…? Muscles: feeble…? Energy: depleted…?  

H? 
 
Your reflective mind is largely shut down and 
your reactive brain and body drive mainly com-
pulsive behaviour.  
 
What spoken and/or physical mannerisms / hab-
its / addictions / actions do you start / stop / in-
crease / reduce / avoid doing? 
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Rainbow Map (Note: The appropriate sequence to work through the columns and colour bands depends on who is experiencing the Rainbow Map) 
 Emotions Thoughts Sensations Behaviours Trigger Cycle 

T
ri

g
g

e
ri

n
g

 U
p
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2? 4? 6?                  8?   

1 3 5                  7   

U
n

tr
ig

g
e

re
d

 

♥ 🧠 
 

 
 

 
   

T
ri

g
g

e
ri

n
g

 D
o

w
n

 

A C E 
                  G 

 

B? D? F?                 H?   

Your Trigger Flag (The first physical Sensation you notice as you begin to trigger):                                                                   Typical Cycle duration: 
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FOPPI 
The FOPPI acronym offers a memorable way for both therapists and clients to think about what happens to them as they become increasingly triggered in 
reaction to a physical and/or an attachment related threat (see Glossary). It can be useful as an additional element of the introduction to the Rainbow Map or 
at another time in the work you are doing with your client/s with or without the Rainbow Map. 

In order to gain a better understanding of how we react to physical and/or attachment related threat it helps to think about the ancient environment and the 
type of threats that it posed to our survival as individuals and as a species. The trigger system that we still have was evolved for that world where all humans 
faced a continuous threat from predators, other humans, and natural disasters such as flood, fire, and famine.  

Imagine you were walking one hundred thousand years ago gathering fruit. You come to a clearing and on the other side there are bushes bearing fruit. One 
of the bushes is moving from side to side even though there is no wind. Your Reactive Brain immediately notices this movement and your Reflective Mind 
and Reactive Brain/Body system triggers in a sequence and a manner described by the acronym FOPPI: 

Focus: Your Reflective Mind starts to shut down and you no longer pay attention to the fruit on the bush but instead your Reactive Mind focuses on the 
movement and whether you can sense any sign of danger within, or in the vicinity of the bush. Your field of vision and hearing narrows onto the bush.  

Overreact: Your survival chances are reduced by delaying preparations such as charging your muscles up for fight/flight or deactivating them for hide or 

freeze until the danger has been 100% confirmed i.e. the predator exists and has come out from behind the bush and is charging towards you. Noticing 
potential threat immediately causes your Reflective Mind to start to shut down and your Reactive Brain to generate electrical and chemical signals that prepare 
the body to fight, flee, hide, or freeze.   

Pessimism: While we know that there are far more prey animals (deer, antelope etc)  than predators (wolves, lions etc) in the wild our triggering Reactive 

Brain predicts that a dangerous predator is causing the bush to move. Not only that but it is probably large and very hungry, having not eaten for weeks. It is 
no use preparing for a moderately bad outcome: we are evolved to predict and equip ourselves to deal with the worst possible outcomes especially if we 
sense attachment related threat. In that way we are more likely to survive and pass our DNA onto the following generations.  

Package:  It is of no use focusing on the threat and being pessimistic about it unless your body is prepared to react rapidly to what comes out. Therefore, 
when we trigger in response to a threat our survival chances are increased if we Focus, Overreact and are Pessimistic all at the same time. 

Inaccurate: Waiting to be certain that there is a genuine threat to us is not a winning strategy as it means we have less time to prepare for a potential attack. 
We can prepare to fight, run away, hide, or freeze many times but only be eaten once. In the same way it is better to incorrectly sense an attachment related 
threat and do something about it rather than waiting to be isolated and exposed to danger.   

The Rainbow Map exercise helps clients learn about and recognise their own style of FOPPI-like behaviour especially in response to attachment related threat 
(See glossary p26) which is the most common ancient world threat that we have in our relatively safe world today.  

The origins of FOPPI-like behaviours are typically mysterious to clients and often cause unwanted outcomes in their lives causing them to come to therapy. 
This awareness increases their capacity to notice themselves triggering and then exert more choice in terms of if and how they react to the perceived attach-
ment related threat before their Reflective Mind shuts down and that choice no longer exists. FOPPI can add to a client’s capacity to externalise some of the 
drivers for their unwanted behaviours.
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Rainbow Map Practice Session 2 
 

Practice groups of two: 
 

1. Switch roles from the morning session.  

2. Therapist introduces the Rainbow Map to your client using the Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body model and/or another way that feels more 
aligned to your practice and how you work?  

3. Both Therapist and Client turn over two pages and you will see a blank Rainbow Map and the Aide-Memoire for this exercise. Note: In actual client 
work most therapists do not share the Aide-Memoire with their clients as it is such a densely packed page of text.  

4. Therapist start working through the Rainbow Map with your client following the step by step Guidance Notes on the next page. This guide is posi-
tioned to make it an accessible reminder during this practice session and perhaps afterwards if you choose to start using the Rainbow Map in the 
same way.  

 

Practice group of three follow the same steps as above apart from: 
 

1. Decide who will be therapists x 2 for whole session and client x 1 for whole session. 

2. Therapists take turns working through main steps outlined in Therapists Guidance notes on the following page. While one is delivering a step 
the other is reading the next step ready to take over when their colleague and the client have finished the previous step.  

Note: The person remaining as a therapist from the morning session should practise the steps they did not perform previously.  

 

Message to person being the client in this session: 
 
You can either work again with your own experience in this session or role play a past or present client who you think might benefit from working with the 
Rainbow Map. This is more challenging role play than normal as you are also being asked to respond to questions about your client’s sensations and man-
nerisms. However it can be a useful way of testing to see if/how the Rainbow Map might connect with your client work. This is optional as working with your 
own experience also contributes to your awareness of if/how the Rainbow Map might be of use.  
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Guidance Notes (Timings are for this workshop so that you can experience generating the Trigger Cycle and Trigger Flag towards the end of this session) 

Important: These workshop guidance notes relate to triggering initially into fight/flight, some clients may trigger directly into the hide/freeze state.  
 

1 
 Briefly: Introduce the Rainbow Map to your client, perhaps using the Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body model? Describe the Rainbow Map structure. 

2 
 Approx. 5 min from start: Ask your client to reflect on what they are doing when they feel most relaxed i.e. gardening, reading, watching TV, cooking, social-

ising, walking, driving etc.  Using the Aide Memoire work left to right across the Green Untriggered band. 

3 
Approx. 10 min from start: Ask your client to recall/role play the triggering event/experience/issue. Work left to right across the yellow band (Areas: 1,3,5,7). 
Share Aide-Memoire examples to see if any resonate or stimulate others that might come to mind? 

4 Approx. 15 min from start: Focus on Area “2?” and read out examples to see if any resonate? To save time on this workshop then go directly to Step 5.  Im-
portant: With an actual client reflect on whether it is therapeutically useful to work through the whole of the red band (4?, 6?, 8?).  

5 
Let your client know that you are now going to focus on their experience after the initial fight/flight episode to see if they experience a period of hide/play 
dead and if so how intense it can get? 

6 
Approx. 20 min from start: Focus on Area “A” and read out examples to see if any resonate? To save time on this workshop then go directly to Step 7. 

7 Approx. 25 min from start: Focus on Area “B?” and read out examples to see if any resonate? To save time on this workshop then go directly to Step 8.  Im-
portant: With an actual client reflect on whether it is therapeutically useful to work through the whole of the purple band (D?, F?, H?). 

8 Approx. 30 min from start: Trigger Cycle Part 1: Start by drawing a dot in the left side of the Green Untriggered Band. In relation to the issue your client is 
working with today ask how long it takes/took to get into the yellow band? Does this person level out in the yellow triggering band for a while before rising 
again, if so for how long? Or do they remain within that band and go no higher? How long do they spend at their highest level of triggering? Plot the line 
and record how long the client spends at each level or in each transition. Finish Trigger Cycle Part 1 by drawing the end of the line through vertical dashed 
line on the right-hand side of the Trigger Cycle Column. See example completed Rainbow Map on Page 8.  

9 Trigger Cycle Part 2: Continue the line downwards and re-enter the Rainbow Map at the level the client experiences following their fight/flight experience. 
Ask them how long they spend at this level or whether they go down further before starting to recover?  Plot the line and note down how long the client 
spends at each section. Important: Clients typically spend more time below the green band than above it. Some talk about pretending to recover while 
really staying in a hide/freeze state.  

10 Trigger Cycle Part 3: Total up all the times recorded on the Rainbow Map in parts 1 & 2. This is the trigger cycle duration. Note: It might be a range i.e. 1 -2 
days. Record this at the bottom right of the Rainbow Map. See example completed Rainbow Map on Page 8. 

11 Approx. 40 min from start: Re-Focus on Yellow Area “3” and ask the client to identify the first physical sensation they most clearly notice as they become 
triggered. Underline it and suggest that the client considers it their Trigger Flag. Draw a sausage shape around all entries in the Yellow Hyper-Triggering 
band and talk about how the client experiences many of them to some extent whenever they notice their Trigger Flag. Note the Trigger Flag in the space at 
the bottom of the Rainbow Map. Encourage your client to notice their Trigger Flag after the session along with the associated emotions and thoughts. 

12 Approx. 45 min from start: Focus on the Green Untriggered band again and ask your client to recall what they are doing when they are most at ease and 
briefly go across the green band again. This is a client safeguarding step prior to the end of the session, and it helps to reinforce what it is like to be relaxed 
to reinforce their capacity to recognise and attain that experience. This can support mindfulness work that you might be doing with your client.  
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Our Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body System 

 

 

Reflective Mind: Influences the Reactive Brain/Body system in terms of what is felt, said 

and done through an ongoing cycle of enquiry, recall, comparison and moderation. The 

Reflective Mind’s capacity to influence mood/behaviour declines, sometimes very 

quickly, when the Reactive Brain/Body system triggers in response to a perceived threat. 

 

 

 

Reactive Brain: Constantly reacting to what is happening within and around our bodies. 

Generating and interacting with the emotions, wishes, thoughts and sensations being 

experienced from moment to moment. The Reactive Brain is constantly alert to threats 

whether real or imaginary,  ready to trigger itself and the Reactive Body into a trigger 

cycle of survival orientated behaviours. These become more intense and compulsive 

(automatic) as the moderating influence of the Reflective Mind declines.  

 

 

 

Reactive Body: Covered in skin containing blood, bones, muscles, nerves, organs etc. 

Continuously exchanging information with the Reactive Brain through the blood stream 

and nervous system, some of which the Reflective Mind notices such as the Trigger Flag. 
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Rainbow Map® Aide-Memoire 

 Emotions? Thoughts? Sensations? Behaviours 
H

yp
e

r 
T
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 2? 

 
I feel consumed by: fury, hatred, loathing, fear, 
dread, disgust, anguish, misery, disgrace, pity, in-
security, uncertainty…?  
 
 

4? 
 
My typical styles of thinking might include: catas-
trophising, paranoia, volatility, condemning 
self/others, turmoil, fixation…?   
 
Examples of typical thoughts? 

6? 
 
Head, Jaw, Mouth, Throat: Pulsating, taut, con-
stricted, parched…? Shoulders, Chest: Rigid, ex-
ploding…? Breathing panting, heaving..? Heart: 
pounding..? Stomach: cramping, twisting..? 
Muscles: bursting..?  Skin & Temp: clammy, boil-
ing..? Energy: explosive..?  

8? 
 
Your reflective mind is largely shut down and 
your reactive brain and body drive compulsive 
behaviour.    
 
What spoken and/or physical mannerisms / hab-
its / addictions / actions do you start / stop / in-
crease / reduce / avoid doing? 

H
yp

e
r 

T
ri

g
g

e
ri

n
g
 1 

 
I feel increasingly:  angry, frustrated, resentful, 
defensive, overwhelmed, pissed off, frightened, 
insecure, anxious, disgusted, rejected, let down, 
confused, ashamed, humiliated, exposed, ig-
nored …….? 
 
 

3 
 
My typical styles of thinking become increasingly: 
pessimistic, critical, suspicious, untrusting, judge-
mental, inflexible, spiralling, narrow, repetitive, 
resigned…?   
 
Examples of typical thoughts? 

5 
Head, Jaw, Mouth, Throat: buzzing, clenching, 
closing, grinding, dry..? Shoulders, Chest: Ris-
ing, heavy..? Breathing: holding, faster, erratic..? 
Heart: beating, thumping..? Stomach: tight..? 
Muscles: energised, stiffening..? Skin & Temp: 
clammy, warm..? Energy: rising, volatile..?  

7. 
 
Your reactive brain and body drive increasingly 
compulsive behaviour as the moderating influ-

ence of your reflective mind declines.  
 

What spoken and/or physical mannerisms / hab-
its / addictions / actions do you start / stop / in-

crease / reduce / avoid doing? 

U
n

tr
ig

g
e

re
d
 ♥ 

I typically feel: protected, secure, supported, 
happy, loved, mild peaceful, fulfilled, contented, 
connected, safe, at ease, aligned….? 
 

🧠 
My typical styles of thinking include: openness, 
creativeness, reflection, optimism, forgiveness, 
tolerance, consideration…?  
 
Examples of typical thoughts? 

 
Head, Jaw, Mouth, Throat: relaxed..? Shoulders, 
Chest: relaxed, easy..?  Breathing: steady, rhyth-
mic..? Heart: unobtrusive..? Stomach: comforta-
ble..? Muscles: relaxed..? Skin & Temp: ok..? En-
ergy: controlled..?   

 
 
Your reflective mind is available, and you feel 
able to exert influence and choice over the be-
havioural options your reactive brain and body 
generate.  
 
What spoken and/or physical mannerisms / hab-
its / addictions / actions do you start / stop / in-
crease / reduce / avoid doing? 

H
yp

o
 T

ri
g

g
e

ri
n

g
 A 

 
I feel increasingly: rejected, defeated, frightened, 
vulnerable, defensive, overwhelmed, lost, lonely, 
isolated, dejected, ashamed, humbled, reticent, 
guilty, forgotten, deflated…? 
 
 

C 
 
My typical styles of thinking become increasingly: 
pessimistic, despondent, negative, critical of 
self/others, defeatist, narrow minded, untrusting, 
repetitive, inflexible…?  
 
Examples of typical thoughts? 

E 
 
Head, Jaw, Mouth, Throat: slack, loose..? Shoul-
ders, Chest: slumped, sagging, empty..? Breath-
ing: shallow, intermittent..? Heart: unobtrusive..? 
Stomach: queasy..? Skin & Temp: crawling, cool-
ing..? Muscles: weak, sluggish..? Energy: low, in-
sufficient..?  

G 
 
Your reactive brain and body drive increasingly 
compulsive behaviour as the moderating influ-
ence of your reflective mind declines.  
 
What spoken and/or physical mannerisms / hab-
its / addictions / actions do you start / stop / in-
crease / reduce / avoid doing? 

H
yp

o
 T

ri
g

g
e

re
d
 

B? 
 
I feel consumed by: apathy, desperation, paraly-
sis, isolation, contempt, revulsion, bereavement, 
heartbreak, humiliation, disgrace...? 
 
 

D? 
 
My typical styles of thinking might include: para-
noia, catastrophising, hopelessness, confusion, 
disorientation, condemnation of self/others, total 
avoidance, total fixation, constant looping, rejec-
tion of self…….?  
 
Examples of typical thoughts? 
 

F? 
 
Head, Jaw, Mouth, Throat: numb…? Shoulders, 
Chest: collapsed, caved in..? Breathing: la-
boured, shallow…? Heart: unobtrusive…? Stom-
ach: nauseous…? Skin & Temp: senseless, 
cold…? Muscles: feeble…? Energy: depleted…?  

H? 
 
Your reflective mind is largely shut down and 
your reactive brain and body drive mainly com-
pulsive behaviour.  
 
What spoken and/or physical mannerisms / hab-
its / addictions / actions do you start / stop / in-
crease / reduce / avoid doing? 
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Rainbow Map (Note: The appropriate sequence to work through the columns and colour bands depends on who is experiencing the Rainbow Map) 
 Emotions Thoughts Sensations Behaviours Trigger Cycle 
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2? 4? 6?                  8?   

1 3 5                  7   
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B? D? F?                 H?   

Your Trigger Flag (The first physical Sensation you notice as you begin to trigger):                                                                   Typical Cycle duration: 
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Following the Rainbow Map Workshop 
 
 
Within 48 hours you will get an email:  
 

• Certificate for 6 hours of training. 
 

• Unique code to create an account and access the resources on the therapists side of the website. 
 

• Links that you can use to print/share with clients: Rainbow Map and Aide Memoire. 
 
 
Within six weeks of the workshop you will get an email: 
 

• Inviting you to provide feedback on the workshop and on if/how you may have integrated it to that point in your practice? 
 
 
Every Jan, May and Sept an email is sent out to Rainbow Map workshop participants: 
 

• Inviting you to share your views in connection with the grounded theory project started in 2018 focussed on the following question:  
 

o What do clients experience, from the therapist’s perspective, when the Rainbow Map workshop is integrated into practice? 
 

• Summarising themes coming out of the grounded theory research project.  
 

• Updates on what is happening in relation to the Rainbow Map and any additional resources in the therapist’s side of the website.  
 

• Date of the next online Rainbow Map experience sharing sessions.  
 
 
Important: You can unsubscribe from the regular email at any time.  
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The Rainbow Map is a Spinoff from the Trigger Based Therapeutic Cycle 
Feedback from Therapists show that the Rainbow Map is readily integrated into a wide range of practice modalities. It was originally designed to form 
Phase 1 of an approach I have come to call Trigger Based Therapy (TBT) which has applications in Couple and Individual work. TBT is supported by an 
extensively researched and detailed theory base. Work is progressing on developing workshops to support this cycle, the first of which will be ready in 
2021. 
 

Phase 2: 
Trigger 

Narrative

Phase 3: 
Systemic

Resources

Phase 4:

Systemic 

Emotions

Phase 5: 
Learning 

to Practise

Phase 1: 
Trigger 

Awareness

Phase 0: 

TBT? 
Yes 

? 
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Example of a Phase 3 & 4 application of the Rainbow Map 
Using the Rainbow Map to begin dampening the Trigger Cycle 

 
 

 

 

1 Re/introduce the Rainbow Map to your client. 
 

2 Focus on the Green Untriggered band working left to right: Ask your client to reflect on what they are doing when they feel most relaxed i.e. 
gardening, reading, watching TV, cooking, socialising, walking, driving etc.  
 

3 Ask your client to recall the triggering event/incident that you have previously agreed to use for the session.  Read out examples from Area 1 
of the Aide-Mémoire. Suggest your client note any that resonate with them in Area 1 of their Rainbow Map. 
 

4 Read out examples from Area 2? of the Aide-Mémoire. Suggest your client note any that resonate with them in Area 2? of their Rainbow Map. 
 

5 Ask your client to refocus on what they are doing when they feel most relaxed. Perhaps work on developing resources (constructive affirming 
narratives, physical exercises such as breathing, mindfulness etc) that achieve this outcome. Note: Remind your client about their Trigger Flag 
and how that can be used to initiate these resources. 
 

6 Cycle through Steps 4 to 6 for the Typical Styles of Thinking & Thoughts Column and the Sensations and Mannerisms Column.  
IMPORTANT: Reflect on how therapeutically useful it would be to miss out Step 5 on each cycle? 
 

7 Invite your client to reflect on what happens to their reflective mind & reactive brain/body system after the fight/flight phase of their trigger 
cycle tapers off and whether they become hypo-triggered (hide/freeze) to some extent.  
 

8 Read out examples from Area A of the Aide-Mémoire. Suggest your client note any that resonate with them in Area A of their Rainbow Map. 
 

9 Read out examples from Area B? of the Aide-Mémoire. Suggest your client note any that resonate with them in Area B? of their Rainbow Map. 
 

10 Ask your client to refocus on what they are doing when they feel most relaxed. Perhaps work on developing resources (constructive affirming 
narratives, physical exercises such as breathing, mindfulness etc) that achieve that outcome. Note: Remind your client about their Trigger Flag 
and how that can be used to initiate these resources. 
 

11 Cycle through Steps 8 to 10 for the Typical Styles of Thinking & Thoughts Column and the Sensations and Mannerisms Column.  
IMPORTANT: Reflect on how therapeutically useful it would be to miss out Step 9 on each cycle? 
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Glossary 
 

The language used in connection with the Rainbow 
Map and workshop is drawn from that typically used by 
clients in their day to day lives. Where therapist orien-
tated terminology is used the goal has been to keep 
the frequency and technical nature of that language to 
a minimum in service of sharing expertise, knowledge 
and power equally in the therapy/counselling room. 

Aide-Memoire (Trained at the workshop):  For many cli-
ents noticing and describing their emotions, thoughts 
and sensations is a novel experience.  The Aide-Mem-
oire holds prompts that the Therapist can use to help 
clients raise their self-awareness and capacity to con-
nect with and describe their mind, brain and body as it 
becomes increasingly triggered. 

Attachment Related Triggering: Survival orientated 
change (fight/flight/hide/freeze) to the reflective mind 
(influence shrinks) and the reactive brain/body (influ-
ence grows) system when the reactive brain senses the 
strength of the bond with someone it associates with 
safety and security become weaker and/or less predict-
able. 

FOPPI (Trained at the workshop): An acronym that de-
scribes the main behavioural traits humans experience 
in connection with Attachment Related Triggering and 
physical threat related triggering.  

Hyper Triggered: When the mind, brain and body sys-
tem is either completely or largely dominated by fight 
and flight orientated behaviour patterns (FOPPI). The 
Reflective Mind has largely shut down. The Polyvagal 
Theory labels this as a Sympathetic response. 

Hyper Triggering: A dynamic change in the mind, brain 
and body system orientated towards fight and flight 
survival orientated behaviours (FOPPI). The Polyvagal 
Theory labels this as a Sympathetic response. 

Hypo Triggering: A dynamic change in the mind, brain 
and body system orientated towards hide and freeze 
orientated behaviours (FOPPI). The Polyvagal Theory 
labels this as a Dorsal Vagal response. 

Hypo Triggered: When the mind, brain and body sys-
tem is either completely or largely dominated by hide 
and/or freeze survival orientated behaviour patterns 
(FOPPI). The Polyvagal Theory labels this as a Dorsal 
Vagal response. 

Rainbow Map: A single page chart designed to capture 
how an individual’s Reflective Mind and Reac-
tive Brain/Body changes as they become increasingly 
hyper and/or hypo triggered. 

Reactive Body: The capacity of the body to either di-
rectly react to internal or external stimuli through the 
neurological and chemical interaction of the senses, 
the Reactive Brain and Reflective Mind (when not hyper 
or hypo triggering/triggered).  

Reactive Brain: The areas of the human brain that con-
tinuously and automatically monitor the world within 
and external to us and initiate survival orientated be-
haviour patterns if physical danger or reduced attach-
ment related security is perceived.  

Reflective Mind: A human capability to notice and re-
flect on our own thoughts and exert choice in how we 
react to them. 

Trigger: A threat perceived as either physical or attach-
ment related that causes a survival orientated change 
in the human mind, brain and body system (FOPPI). 

Trigger Flag: The first physical sensation or mannerism 
that a client notices typically in the hyper triggering 
area of the Rainbow Map. Used as a reliable early warn-
ing sign that their reflective mind is starting to shut 
down and used as a cue to engage resources to avoid 
the unwanted impact of their normal trigger cycle on 
them and others around them. Emotions and Thoughts 
are typically not reliable Trigger Flags as they have a 
stealth like quality as we become increasingly trig-
gered making them harder to notice, for most clients, 
than physical sensations and/or mannerisms.  

Triggering: The process of increasing change in the hu-
man Reflective Mind and Reactive Brain/Body system in 
response to a trigger. 

Trigger Cycle: A line on a Rainbow Map that tracks the 
direction and speed of change of an individual’s Mind, 
Brain and Body from being most at ease with them-
selves, triggering and returning to the state they de-
scribe as being at relative ease.  

Trigger Cycle Duration: The total time for a person's re-
flective mind and reactive brain/body system to cycle 
from an untriggered state and back in response to a 
physical and/or attachment related threat. 

Un-triggered: When the mind, brain body system is 
not influenced by a survival orientated set of behav-
iours. The Polyvagal Theory labels this as a Ventral Va-
gal response. 
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